UI/UX Designer:
Role Overview
As a UX/UI Designer you’ll get to: collaborate with the broader product team (developers, business
owners, PM, architecture, engineering) to solve complex user interface and experience challenges,
articulate clear design requirements, and build lovable products, in a human-centered framework; direct
the teamwork and contribute user interface/experience and design expertise to product projects; lead
variety of design initiatives across the entire product.

Major Responsibilities
Manage the overall coordination and strategy of the UX design creation (plan, research, wireframes,
visual elements, user flow, information architecture, interface, high-fidelity mockups and prototypes,
test and define functional specifications, etc.).
Understand and incorporate technical and business requirements in design decisions, considering
market analysis, customer feedback, usability findings and best-practices.
Coordinate user research activities and methods, to drive customer empathy. Translate research
insights into product ideas and solutions.
Present design work to user experience product and management teams for review and feedback.
Prototype concepts to support sales demos, development, and usability studies.
Implementation of UI patterns and ensure visual consistency in all products.
Document and maintain user interface design specification and templates.

Requirements
Min 3+ years’ experience in UI / UX design, with main focus on UI – User Interface.
Vector drawing skills, UI, icons, and UX concepts / mockups
Portfolio demonstrating experience designing UI for SaaS products, Websites / WebApps or Native
Applications.
Degree in Design, Graphic Design.
Proficient using various design tools (Sketch, Figma, Adobe XD, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator,
GIMP, Affinity Designer / Photo, Pixelmator)
Knowledge for developing design into code (HTML, CSS, SCSS, LESS, Angular Framework, JavaScript,
TypeScript, jQuery,…) is not required but it will be good.
Knowledge in areas of user experience design (research, test, information architecture, interaction
design, visual design, prototype engineering, content)

Fluent in best practices for web-based information architecture and design, and strong knowledge of
usability principles and techniques
Customer focused and detail oriented
Can make hard decisions fast, and develop UI elements with good quality using already defined
variables and workflo

